(57) **Abstract:**
An interface signal conversion sub-circuit board for a DC brushless motor. The sub-circuit board is plugged into a motor controller, so that the motor controller communicates and matches with a user side control system; the sub-circuit board is provided with eight...
(57) **Abstract (continued):**

ports: an analog control signal input port, the signal thereof being converted by a signal conversion circuit (1) disposed on the sub-circuit board; a fan mode activation signal port, the signal thereof being converted by a signal conversion circuit (2) disposed on the sub-circuit board; a speed feedback signal port, connected to a signal conversion circuit (3) disposed on the sub-circuit board, and outputting n pulses for each rotation; a reserved signal port, the signal thereof being converted by a signal conversion circuit (4) disposed on the sub-circuit board; a COM port, being the grounding wire of a signal wire and controlling a signal common terminal; a DC power supply source port; and an R/T port, connected to a semi-duplex bidirectional communication circuit (5) disposed on the sub-circuit board. The ports of the sub-circuit board use a new electrical code, are relatively simple, and facilitate the matching of signals with a client user side control system, thereby forming a relatively universal standard and facilitating management and promoting application.
ABSTRACT

An interface signal conversion sub-circuit board for a DC brushless motor. The sub-circuit board is plugged into a motor controller, so that the motor controller communicates and matches with a user side control system; the sub-circuit board is provided with eight ports: an analog control signal input port, the signal thereof being converted by a signal conversion circuit (1) disposed on the sub-circuit board; a fan mode activation signal port, the signal thereof being converted by a signal conversion circuit (2) disposed on the sub-circuit board; a speed feedback signal port, connected to a signal conversion circuit (3) disposed on the sub-circuit board, and outputting n pulses for each rotation; a reserved signal port, the signal thereof being converted by a signal conversion circuit (4) disposed on the sub-circuit board; a COM port, being the grounding wire of a signal wire and controlling a signal common terminal; a DC power supply source port; and an R/T port, connected to a semi-duplex bidirectional communication circuit (5) disposed on the sub-circuit board. The ports of the sub-circuit board use a new electrical code, are relatively simple, and facilitate the matching of signals with a client user side control system, thereby forming a relatively universal standard and facilitating management and promoting application.
INTERFACE SIGNAL CONVERSION SUB-CIRCUIT BOARD FOR DC BRUSHLESS MOTOR

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to a daughter circuit board of a Brushless DC motor (herein below referred to as BLDC motor) for interface signal conversion.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, a conventional ECM includes a main body and a controller. The main body has a stator assembly and a rotor assembly. The controller should correspond with both the main body and a control interface of a control system of a user terminal. Different control systems of user terminals correspond with different control signals. For example, both a control system of an air-conditioner and a control system of a washing-machine belong to control system of user terminals, but the control signals thereof are completely different. Conventionally, for each specific control system of a user terminal, a motor and a controller thereof are developed accordingly, which, however, brings about the following disadvantages: 1) a variety of motors have to be manufactured, which results in inconvenient management and standardization; 2) the development for motors takes time and increases the production costs; and 3) the newly-developed motor has a narrow application scope and is inconvenient for popularization.

[0003] To solve the above-described problems, a motor controller including a mother circuit board and a daughter circuit board butted therewith has been introduced. Main functional circuits of the motor controller are disposed on the mother circuit board. Different interface circuit units and identify circuits are disposed on different daughter
circuit boards. When one daughter circuit board is butted with the mother circuit board, the identify circuit of the daughter circuit board sends messages to a central control and process unit of the mother circuit board. Thereafter, the central control and process unit automatically assigns an input/output port for the daughter circuit board. Thus, through cooperation with various daughter circuit boards, the motor controller can be applied to various occasions, i.e., has a wide application. Consequently, the motor manufactures do not need to produce a large number of motors, thereby reducing the management and development costs, simplifying the production process, and improving the efficiency.

[0004] Specifically, as shown in FIGS. 3-5, a motor controller includes a central control and process unit, an interface circuit unit, and an identify circuit. The central control and process unit is disposed on a mother circuit board. The interface circuit unit and the identify circuit are disposed on a daughter circuit board. The mother circuit board and the daughter circuit board are butted with each other to form an electric connection. The identify circuit inputs an identify signal to the central control and process unit, and then the central control and process unit automatically assigns an input/output port for the interface circuit unit according to the identify signal.

[0005] Identify circuits corresponding with different interface circuit units output different signals, whereby forming different daughter circuit boards. An output end of the central control and process unit is connected to a power drive circuit module. An input end of the central control and process unit is connected to an output end of a rotor position sensing circuit. The power drive circuit module and the rotor position sensing circuit are disposed on the mother circuit board. A power supply circuit and an analog sensing circuit are also disposed on the mother circuit board. The power supply circuit supplies power to all the circuits. The central control and process unit is a CPU, a micro control unit (MCU), or a digital signal processor (DSP). A port 3 is disposed on the mother circuit board and includes eleven terminal lugs E, N, L, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, and M8. There may be a plurality of daughter circuit boards, for example, a first
daughter circuit board, a second daughter circuit board, and a third daughter circuit board. A slot 1 is disposed on the mother circuit board, and a plug connector 2 is disposed on the daughter circuit board. The plug connector 2 is received in the slot 1 whereby electrically connecting the daughter circuit board with the mother circuit board.

[0006] To standardize the signal mode of daughter circuit boards and benefit the correspondence thereof with various control systems of user terminals, it's necessary to standardize reasonably the daughter circuit boards to form a basically consistent electric standard so as to facilitate management and application.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In view of the above-described problems, it is one objective of the invention to provide a daughter circuit board of a BLDC motor for interface signal conversion that is simple, easy to correspond with various control systems of user terminals, and accords with the latest electric standard thereby facilitating management and popularization.

[0008] The objective of the invention is achieved according to the following technical schemes.

[0009] A daughter circuit board of a BLDC motor for interface signal conversion, comprises circuit units integrated on the daughter circuit board and eight ports for communicating with a control system of a user terminal. The daughter circuit board being plugged into a motor controller for signal conversion so that the motor controller communicates with the control system of the user terminal. The eight ports comprise:

[0010] M1: a signal input port of analog control, which has a voltage of 9-40 V DC, a frequency of 75-166 Hz, and a current of <10 mA, signals passing through the port being converted by a first signal conversion circuit of the daughter circuit board;
[0011] M2: a signal port for activating a fan mode, signals passing through the port being converted by a second signal conversion circuit of the daughter circuit board;

[0012] M3 and M4: signal ports of speed feedback, which are connected to a third signal conversion circuit of the daughter circuit board, and output n pulses per rotation;

[0013] M5: a reserved signal port, signals passing through the port being converted by a fourth signal conversion circuit of the daughter circuit board;

[0014] M6: a port of component object mode (COM), which is a ground line of signal lines and a common terminal of control signals;

[0015] M7: a port of DC power supply, which has a voltage of 8-30 V, and a current of <30 mA; and

[0016] M8: a R/T port, which is connected to a bidirectional asynchronous half-duplex communication data line of the daughter circuit board, for data transmission between the daughter circuit board and the control system of the user terminal.

[0017] The port M3 is at a low level, and the port M4 is an open collector output.

[0018] The daughter circuit board further comprises an identify circuit, which is a voltage divider circuit comprising serially-connected resistors, one port of the identify circuit is connected to a power supply, another port of the identify circuit is connected to the ground, and an output port BSEL of the identify circuit is connected to an input port of a micro control unit (MCU) of the motor controller.

[0019] The third signal conversion circuit is connected to a pulse counter.

[0020] The signal conversion circuits may be conventional photoelectric coupling circuit units.

[0021] The signals passing through the signal port for activating the fan mode are 24 V AC signals.
Advantages of the invention are summarized below: the daughter circuit board of the invention communicates with a control system of a user terminal using eight ports, which employs a simple electric standard and facilitates corresponding with the control system of the user terminal easily, thereby avoiding involving excessive types of daughter circuit boards and benefitting to manage and popularize.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of connection between a motor controller and a control system of a user terminal in the prior art;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a motor controller in the prior art;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a motor controller having a mother and a daughter circuit board in the prior art;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a mother circuit board of a motor controller in the prior art;

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a daughter circuit board of a motor controller in the prior art;

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a daughter circuit board in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram of the daughter circuit board of FIG. 6; and

FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram of a pulse counter.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

Detailed description will be given below in conjunction with specific
embodiments and accompanying drawings.

[0032] As shown in FIGS. 6-8, a daughter circuit board of a BLDC motor for interface signal conversion, comprises circuit units integrated on the daughter circuit and eight ports for communicating with a control system of a user terminal. The daughter circuit board is plugged into a motor controller for signal conversion so that the motor controller communicates with the control system of the user terminal. The eight ports comprise:

[0033] M1: a signal input port of analog control, which has a voltage of 9-40 V DC, a frequency of 75-166 Hz, and a current of <10 mA, signals passing through the port being converted by a signal conversion circuit 1 of the daughter circuit board;

[0034] M2: a signal port for activating a fan mode, signals passing through the port being converted by a signal conversion circuit 2 of the daughter circuit board;

[0035] M3 and M4: signal ports of speed feedback, which are connected to a signal conversion circuit 3 of the daughter circuit board, and output n pulses per rotation;

[0036] M5: a reserved signal port, signals passing through the port being converted by a signal conversion circuit 4 of the daughter circuit board;

[0037] M6: a port of component object mode (COM), which is a ground line of signal lines and a common terminal of control signals;

[0038] M7: a port of DC power supply, which has a voltage of 8-30 V, and a current of <30 mA; and

[0039] M8: a R/T port, which is connected to a bidirectional asynchronous half-duplex communication data line 5 of the daughter circuit board, for data transmission between the daughter circuit board and the control system of the user terminal.
[0040] The port M3 is at a low level, and the port M4 is an open collector output. The daughter circuit board further comprises an identify circuit 7, which is a voltage divider circuit comprising serially-connected resistor R611 and resistor R612. One port of the identify circuit 7 is connected to a power supply having a voltage of +5 V, and another port of the identify circuit 7 is connected to the ground. An output port BSEL of the identify circuit is connected to an input port of a micro control unit (MCU) of the motor controller. The signal conversion circuit 3 is connected to a pulse counter, that is, an interface I06-1 of the signal conversion circuit 3 is connected to an interface I06-1 of the pulse counter. Thus, motor signals are input to the signal conversion circuit through the pulse counter. The signal conversion circuits 1, 2, 3, and 4 may be conventional photoelectric coupling circuit units. The signals passing through the signal port for activating the fan mode are 24 V AC signals.

[0041] While particular embodiments of the invention have been shown and described, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that changes and modifications may be made without departing from the invention in its broader aspects, and therefore, the aim in the appended claims is to cover all such changes and modifications as fall within the true spirit and scope of the invention.
CLAIMS

1. A daughter circuit board of a Brushless DC motor for interface signal conversion, comprising:

   a) a plurality of circuit units integrated on the daughter circuit board; and

   b) eight ports for communicating with a control system of a user terminal;

characterized in that said eight ports comprise:

- M1: a signal input port of analog control, which has a voltage of 9-40 V DC, a frequency of 75-166 Hz, and a current of <10 mA, and signals passing through the port being converted by a first signal conversion circuit (1) of the daughter circuit board;

- M2: a signal port for activating a fan mode, signals passing through the port being converted by a second signal conversion circuit (2) of the daughter circuit board;

- M3 and M4: signal ports of speed feedback, which are connected to a third signal conversion circuit (3) of the daughter circuit board, and output pulses per rotation;

- M5: a reserved signal port, signals passing through the port being converted by a fourth signal conversion circuit (4) of the daughter circuit board;

- M6: a port of component object mode (COM), which is a ground line of signal lines and a common terminal of control signals;

- M7: a port of DC power supply, which has a voltage of 8-30 V, and a current of <30 mA; and

- M8: a R/T port, which is connected to a bidirectional asynchronous
half-duplex communication data line (5) of the daughter circuit board, for
data transmission between the daughter circuit board and the control
system of the user terminal.

2. The daughter circuit board of claim 1, characterized in that the port M3 is at a
low level, and the port M4 is an open collector output.

3. The daughter circuit board of claim 1, further comprising an identify circuit (7);
characterized in that the identify circuit (7) is a voltage divider
circuit comprising serially-connected resistors; one port of the identify circuit (7)
is connected to a power supply, another port of the identify circuit (7) is connected
to the ground, and an output port BSEL of the identify circuit is connected to an
input port of a micro control unit (MCU) of the motor controller.

4. The daughter circuit board of claim 1, characterized in that the third signal
conversion circuit (3) is connected to a pulse counter.

5. The daughter circuit board of claim 1, 2, 3, or 4, characterized in that the first,
second, third, and fourth signal conversion circuits (1), (2), (3), and (4) are
conventional photoelectric coupling circuit units.

6. The daughter circuit board of claim 1, characterized in that the signals passing
through the signal port for activating the fan mode are 24 V AC signals.
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